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Introduction
Even before COVID-19, remote work was on the rise as technology enables professionals
in all types of industries to get their jobs done and stay connected online. According to
Global Workplace Analytics, in 2020:
•

5 million employees work at home half-time or more.

•

Regular work-at-home has expanded 173% since 2005, which is 11% faster
than the rest of the workforce.

•

43% of employees work remotely with some frequency.

•

56% of employees have a job where at least some of what they do
could be done remotely.

Most employees prefer to work from home when they have the opportunity. Global
Workplace Analytics states 80% of employees want to work from home at least some of
the time. More than a third of workers would take a pay cut of up to 5% in exchange for
the option to work remotely at least some of the time.
In 2018, Harvard Business Review reported 96% of American professionals said they
needed flexibility, but only 47% had it. With the pandemic showing more workers the
flexibility remote work offers, it’s in higher demand.
A 2020 survey by business publishing company getAbstract found 43% of full-time
American employees want to work remotely more often even after the economy reopens
after the pandemic. The report found that nearly 20% of employees said their employers
are actively discussing how to make remote work more available in the future.
Businesses must adapt to meet employee demands for flexibility in remote work. To
stay competitive and attract top talent, offering remote work when possible can give
companies an edge over competitors. Otherwise, businesses may lose out on talented
employees to companies that do offer remote work.
In this report, learn why remote work matters for today’s workforce and how your
business can adapt to the evolving talent landscape.
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Why Employees
Want to Work Remotely
The pandemic forced many professionals to work from home, but trends indicate post-pandemic life
will forever be transformed by the adoption of remote work. Remote work provides many benefits to
employees, especially in terms of work-life balance. Employees can structure their days how they want,
which is having a positive impact.
With the elimination of a work commute, that’s saving the average American up to 4.35 hours a week
(or 200 hours a year) in commute time, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The stress and hassle that
getting to an office presents can have a negative impact on an employee’s performance.
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Remote workers are taking back their time, saving on gas money, reducing the likelihood
of getting into a car accident, and more. A 2020 survey by CNBC/Change Research found
47% of employees are using their saved time to sleep more, focus on various hobbies,
and — good for businesses — get more work done.
During the pandemic, school closures have forced many parents to become teachers
and tutors, as well. In the spring of 2020, there was a near-total shutdown of schools,
with kids having to take online classes. Remote work helped parents cope with this new
responsibility.
Even when kids are in classrooms, remote work provides parents welcome flexibility. It’s
easier to manage households, make appointments, attend events, do school pick-up and
drop-off, and more with a remote work schedule. Remote work also provides remote
workers with more time for self-care activities like exercise and cooking nutritious meals,
activities that can benefit employees’ health.
Buffer’s “2019 State of Remote Report,” a survey of 2,500 remote workers, found the
biggest benefits remote workers stated were:

Biggest Benefits

40%

Flexible
schedule

30%

Working from
any location

14%

Time with
family

13%

Working
from home

*Findings from Buffer’s “2019 State of Remote Report”

All these benefits employees find from remote work also benefit employers, as a positive
work-life balance results in reduced workplace stress and improved productivity.
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Benefits of Enabling
Remote Work for Employers
Happy employees equal better business results. Back in 2017, Gallup stated offering flexibility through
remote working can positively impact an organization by:
•

Attracting and retaining top talent

•

Strengthening employees’ connections to their companies

•

Improving employee performance, satisfaction, and attitudes
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Gallup reports remote work opportunities boost employee engagement, which is the
emotional commitment an employee has to their company and the company’s goals. In
2020, there was the most significant drop in U.S. employee engagement since 2000, with
only 31% of the American workforce feeling engaged at work.
Why does employee engagement matter? Gallup reports compared with business
units in the bottom quartile of employee engagement, companies in the top quartile of
employee engagement report:

•
•
•
•
•

21% higher profitability
Higher productivity
Improved customer engagement
Better retention
Fewer accidents

That translates into real cost savings due to remote work. According to Global Workplace
Analytics, the average business can save an average of $11,000 per half-time commuter
every year. How?
•

Increased productivity: Remote work enables workers to focus on ticking
off their tasks. There’s less distraction from coworkers stopping by to chat or
being scheduled into irrelevant meetings. Since remote work enables work-fromanywhere capabilities, employees can work on any connected device, wherever
they are in the world.

•

Lower real estate costs: Besides office space, consider what businesses add to
offices to keep employees engaged. For example, extra office costs might
appear in a kitchen constantly stocked with coffee, a ping pong table, and
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scooters, or an employee lunch area that goes mostly unused. Scaling down
with remote work means less maintenance, hazards, and monthly costs.
•

Reduced turnover: Most employees today want to work remotely, at least
part of the time. If you don’t offer remote work, you risk losing that employee.
Give employees the work-life balance they are looking for, and that may increase
employee loyalty.

•

Reduced absenteeism: How many employees take time off due to
appointments, travel, or sick days because of burnout? Giving employees
flexibility with remote work means they can create the schedules that work for
them and manage work with other responsibilities. Plus, the Buffer report
found only 7% of remote works said they never traveled and worked at the same
time. Giving employees this flexibility can positively impact business results.

•

Better disaster preparedness: Theft, natural disasters like floods and fires, or
an emergency at your office building can shut down work when employees are
chained to their desks. Enabling remote work means even when disaster strikes
the office, niether your employees nor your clients have to miss a beat.

Global Workplace Analytics has created a “Telework Savings Calculator,” endorsed by the
U.S. Office of Management and Budget, which shows employers their potential savings
with a shift to remote work.

#Accrue
		Cares
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Remote Work’s Effect on Diversity & Inclusion
A remote workforce also opens up your talent pool. Instead of being restricted to hiring
from one geographic location, enabling remote work means you can recruit and hire
employees from anywhere in the world. With a greater talent pool comes the possibility
of lower-cost talent, as well as increased diversity for your company.
Diversity and inclusion are good for business. A 2020 report by management consulting
firm McKinsey & Company studied more than 1,000 large companies in 15 countries.
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Findings include:
•

Companies in the top quartile for ethnic diversity on executive teams were
36% more likely to have above-average profitability than businesses in the
lowest quartile.

•

Companies in the top quartile for gender diversity on executive teams were
25% more likely to have above-average profitability than businesses in the
lowest quartile.

Diversity and inclusion in a workforce can foster innovation, creativity, and improved
products and services for more customers. Plus, diversifying your talent pool is a way
to attract other top talent. The 2018 Atlassian report “State of Diversity and Inclusion in
US Tech” found nearly 80% of respondents said diversity and inclusion are important,
though less than 30% of underrepresented groups have a sense of belonging, retention,
and representation.
Enabling remote work is a way to keep top talent, open up your talent pool, and attract
talent that leads to better diversity and inclusion in your workforce.

Building
People
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How to Implement a
Remote Workforce
If you’re in an industry where you can enable employees to work from home, there are ways to make the
transition go smoothly and successfully.

1. Establish Clear Expectations
When you eliminate “office hours,” keep employees accountable by setting clear expectations for remote
work hours and communication. As employees set their own schedules, managers should set guidelines for
when employees are expected to be available for communication. That includes how long it should take to
respond back to an email or phone call.
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Be mindful of time zones, especially when scheduling meetings for remote workers
around the globe. If you choose to retain an office, schedule in-person meetings, and
group activities for the same day so co-workers have the chance to interact if they live in
the area.
Employees should also gain access to managers’ contact information to alert them if
they’re having issues with remote work. For example, if the Wi-Fi at home is slow and
they’re heading to a coffee shop, they can text a manager. Also, establish guidelines for
how employees should communicate when they’re unavailable for work, such as when
they’re taking a sick day.
You may decide to support a bring your own device (BYOD) approach to remote work or
supply your employees with mobile phones and laptops for work. Coordinate with your IT
team to create security policies for whatever devices employees will be using.
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2. Help Employees Be Productive
A home office should be just as conducive for productivity as a work office. For employees
who are new to remote work, share these tips for creating a productive workspace.
•

Designate a spot for work. A home office area is great, but this may need to

be a space like a kitchen table. Try to find a space where natural light surrounds it
since that can improve mood and increase energy levels, Harvard Business Review
reports.
•

Set boundaries. For employees who are working at home with others, like

roommates, kids, or a partner who’s also working from home, it’s important to set
a signal when it’s time for work. This might be hanging a “do not disturb” sign on a
home office door or putting on headphones.
•

Suggest time management apps. With newfound freedom an at-home office

space brings, provide employees with suggestions to stay focused. There are task
management apps that come with business plans, like Todoist, where you can
assign due dates to tasks, segment them into projects, and organize calendars.
You’ll also want to schedule technology training for the tools you plan to use. For example,
if you choose Skype as a communication tool for employee chat and video conferencing,
make sure employee devices are capable of supporting it and your workforce is
comfortable using it.

3. Keep Employees Connected
It’s important to maintain a strong company culture, even with a remote workforce.
A 2020 survey of 1,031 employees by online collaboration tool Nulab found 83% of
employees said company culture is important when deciding where to work. More than
90% of employees said company culture is important for workplace productivity.
Schedule team-building events to keep employees bonded in a remote workplace. These
could be at your office if you choose to maintain one, or at an off-site location. You might
hold annual events and fly in remote workers for in-person face time. Some companies
hold virtual happy hours to keep remote workers connected from wherever they are.
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You can also implement an online social tool like Yammer to facilitate communication
and increase transparency across the company. Yammer enables employees to post
news, share tips and ask questions.
Have managers regularly check in on their employees with one-on-one meetings, which
may be conducted virtually. During these meetings, managers should:
•

Talk with the employee about any work issues or concerns.

•

Check-in with the employee about opportunities for development.

•

Ensure the employee is working toward meeting goals and expectations.

Another key to keeping employees engaged is to foster learning and development. This
is especially important to millennials, as the “2018 Millennials at Work Report” by online
course provider Udemy found 42% of respondents said learning and development was
the most important quality, after salary when choosing a place to work. Most businesses
need to improve what they offer, as 58% of respondents said their current employer didn’t
provide learning, development, and training opportunities.
Businesses that want to engage workers who value learning and development,
particularly millennials, will need to provide these opportunities in an online environment
for remote workers.

“Customers will never love a
company until the employees
love it first.”
— Simon Sinek

Author, Start with Why
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HR’s Role in a
Remote Workforce
Human resources play an instrumental role in transitioning to enable a remote workforce. This presents new
challenges and opportunities, especially when workers are in various locations, potentially around the globe.
In 2019, “Human Resource Executive” identified five major pain points of remote workers:











Poor network
connectivity

Under-performing
tools and software

Slow and
dated devices

Restrictive security
and compliance

Collaboration and
communication issues
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HR must be aware of these pain points and ensure employees have the tools and
connectivity they need to be productive. Otherwise, remote work will become frustrating
and will negatively impact employee engagement.
Amid the transition to a more remote workforce, HR may need to manage the following
business operations in an online environment.

1. Training and Onboarding
One way to ensure employees have access to the training and resources they need is
to create an online repository employees can access. With a fully remote workforce,
employee onboarding will need to take place online, which may require video conferencing
and screen-sharing to go over materials.
HR may play a role in training for new collaboration technology remote workers will be
using. It’s important to convey the benefits of new tools to get buy-in from employees.

2. Employee Engagement
To keep turnover low and retain top talent, employee engagement must be a focus in
remote work environments. Employees must be prioritized as individuals and given the
opportunity to grow in their roles. They need to know how they’re making an impact and
should be given the tools to develop professionally.
Events for coworker socializing and professional development may move online in
remote workforces. This requires ensuring employees are equipped with the right
technology, can make the event when it’s scheduled, and will be engaged participants.
HR also needs to ensure a successful remote work transition for employees who may be
resistant to working from home. Not all employees will have a home office environment
that’s work-ready. While it’s less likely, there may also be some employees who are
frustrated with having to work from home.
The pandemic has also created new risks for employers, as 55% of Americans have
reported being more stressed in May 2020 than in January 2020, a Harvard Medical
School study found. Human Resources is tasked with keeping everyone within a remote
workforce productive, despite the challenges a global pandemic has caused.
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3. Compliance
Managing a remote workforce requires staying compliant with
employment laws. This includes reimbursing employees for
doing tasks on personal devices and may extend to providing
employees with the right ergonomic furniture for at-home
work so they don’t get injured on the job because of a bad
home office set-up. HR must navigate new considerations to
ensure a company stays legally operating.

4. Employee Performance
HR has to create and monitor performance benchmarks to
capture employee performance. The department must work
with managers to establish expectations and enable accurate
performance reviews for remote work. These need to be
developed to be consistent for the workforce, including when
one is blended with in-office employees and remote workers.

5. Remote Staffing
Searching for and recruiting employees remains a top
challenge for HR, wherever employees are working. As
companies expand to hire from a global talent pool and take
advantage of the benefits of diverse and inclusive hiring, HR
pros must locate and effectively attract the best talent before
competitors do. An evolving business landscape due to the
pandemic may expose critical needs that require niche skill
sets a company is currently lacking. To minimize risks in
a remote work environment, one way to keep operations
efficient is to partner with a staffing firm. Staffing firms like
AccruePartners offer the ability to quickly scale specialized
talent for organizations. That frees up HR to move employee
onboarding online, stay compliant, and maintain high
employee engagement and productivity among a remote
workforce.
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Benefits of Working with a
Staffing Firm for a Remote
Workforce
Staffing for any business, remote or otherwise, is time-consuming and costly when done in-house. Some of
the burdens HR departments experience when they’re tasked with finding talent include:
•

Having to locate where to find top talent

•

Keeping up communications with a talent pool

•

Finding the right talent for various types of hires, including direct, contract and temporary-to-hire

•

Maintaining a talent pool of engaged, strong candidates
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The costs are amplified when the wrong hire is made and a new search is required. The
Society for Human Resource Management reports that roughly one in three workers
is expected to voluntarily quit their job each year. The costs of employee turnover
are estimated to be at around 33% of a worker’s annual salary to hire a replacement,
according to Employee Benefit News.
When you work with a staffing firm, you provide HR with assistance and can gain the
following advantages.
•

Better hires: As a staffing firm works with you over time, they’ll be able to identify,
prioritize, and recruit talent that’s more likely to stay and perform for your
company.

•

Wider talent pool: Quality staffing firms that specialize in your industry are
constantly cultivating a talent pool full of the best candidates. These are
candidates who may not be actively looking but who possess the exact skills
your company needs.

•

Increased efficiency: Better hires from a wider talent pool save your business
time and money. Your HR team can focus on engaging the employees you have
and creating better ways to keep employees at your company.

So how do you find a staffing firm that is worth your investment?

Building
Companies
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How to Choose the Right
Talent Solutions Partner
Protect your investment, your business, and your current employees by partnering with a reputable staffing
firm that will deliver optimal results. As you compare talent solutions partners, look for the following.

1. Expertise in Your Industry
You want access to the best talent to drive your company forward, candidates who want to grow a career
with your business, or who can fulfill the temporary needs you have in a contract or temporary-to-hire role.
Inquire about the specific results the firm has brought for other companies in your industry. Get information
about their talent pool.
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Ask questions like:
•

Where do you find candidates for businesses in my industry?

•

How do you screen candidates?

•

How do you determine which candidates to present to your clients?

Be direct about what your company is looking for regarding requirements and timelines.
Ask the firms you’re considering how their services and expected results will complement
your company’s operations, culture, and work environment.

2. Long-Term Partnership
Research staffing firms’ processes to ensure they’re committed to building a partnership
with your HR team, rather than a transaction-based relationship. The best staffing firms
act as true partners for their clients. They know their clients’ business and industry insideand-out. They have a firm pulse on their clients’ values, mission, and culture. They’re able
to effectively screen candidates so they don’t waste time delivering job seekers who
aren’t a match.
A quality staffing partner will also be invested in your long-term success. They’ll want to
keep track of employee progress so they can continually improve on what they deliver.
Ask the firm what the average time frame for their client relationships is. A staffing partner
will prioritize you as they’re scouring talent pools so you have the best opportunity to
attract, hire, and retain top talent.

3. Streamlined Services
The most efficient staffing firm partnership is with a talent solutions provider that takes
care of all the hiring burdens for you. Instead of just sending you candidates, save time
and money by working with a partner that handles time-consuming processes like initial
interviews, reference checks, and skills testing.
That way, when you receive the top candidates, they’ll be extremely qualified to interview.
You’ll only meet with candidates who are eager to work for your company and who have
been vetted to succeed on the job.
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Make a Remote Workforce
Transition Easier with
Professional Staffing
The pandemic and the advancement of remote work tools have made work-from-home capabilities available
to more businesses. Many of today’s employees have experienced the remote work environment and are
now demanding it from employers. This may be a new transition for many companies, but as remote work
increases employee engagement, enabling a remote workforce can also increase profits for businesses.
There are many moving parts with moving to a remote workforce. HR must handle critical operations,
including employee onboarding, technology training, learning and development opportunities, compliance,
and performance benchmarks.
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One way to stay ahead of the competition is to work with a staffing firm with industry
expertise, who can be a long-term partner in recruiting talent and bringing you qualified
candidates. AccruePartners has access to an extensive talent pool of qualified active
and passive candidates who may be the perfect match for your company.
Get in touch for a free consultation on how our staffing talent firm can help your business
save time and money so you can continue the business projects that move you toward
success. Call (704) 632-9955 or email info@accruepartners.com for information.

Building
Careers

Get in touch with
Team Accrue
(704) 632-9955
info@accruepartners.com
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